
Simply reverse the installation steps, fold the unit and store in the trunk or under a seat.

Use CAUTION when removing the sunscreen from the windshield. 
After reflecting direct sunlight, the outer surface may be hot to the touch. 
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UVS100® CUSTOM SUNSCREEN
Installation Instructions

Important Notice: UVS100® Custom Sunscreens do not cover the entire glass area on some vehicles. Windshield pillar post size and angle, 
rearview mirror shape and size, and additional sensors can prevent some Sunscreens from providing total blackout coverage.

1. Unfold your UVS100® Custom Sunscreen 
with the reflective side facing outward.

2. Place it as flat as possible onto the dash 
area. 

OPEN SUNSCREEN

3. If there are assist handles on the windshield 
pillars, make sure the sunscreen fits in front of 
them. 

4. Slide the sunscreen forward until it reaches 
the bottom of the windshield ahead of the 
defroster vents.

1. With both hands, lift the top of the UVS100®  
Custom Sunscreen into the windshield area. 

2. Be careful to not bend the corners while 
installing, as damage to the inner insulator may 
occur.

PLACE IN WINDSHIELD

1. Pull down each visor to hold the UVS100® 
Custom Sunscreen in place. 

SECURE IN PLACE

2. In some cases, the sunscreen may not reach 
all the way to the windshield pillars. This 
additional space is necessary to be able to 
install the sunscreen without damaging it.

If you encounter any problems during the installation of your sunscreen, please contact our customer service department: Monday-Friday, 9AM-7PM (EST) at        
800-274-7006 or by e-mail at Sales@Covercraft.com. You may also access help videos on the web at Covercraft.com.
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